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Intrepid traveller, sustainability
advocate, and founder of Scape
Design Associates Philip Jaffa talks
about his rise to international
success within the hospitality
industry and his plans for the future
What was your route into the industry?
My pathway into landscape design was certainly
not typical. I have a degree in chemistry, but
always sought out creative and outdoor pursuits,
such as painting, life drawing, travelling, with a
passion for exploring the natural world.
During my final exams I was introduced to a
landscape architecture student and was
fascinated and wanted to know more. As a
chemistry graduate, it took some convincing but
I was accepted on a number of Masters
conversion courses, and chose Manchester
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University. Looking back, I realise that the duality
of skills from my right and left brain gave me a
strong foundation for a
successful career in this
profession. But I certainly had
catching up to do in terms of
all-round knowledge, which
mainly occurred whilst
working, not on the course.
How did you come to form
Scape Design?
There were several key
insights and events that led
me to create my own design
studio. Professionally, I worked
my way from graduate to practice principal whilst
working for several renowned design practices.
By definition, most landscape design studios are

generalist in their approach – hence I gained a
broad experience in hospital design, superstore
planning, town centre
regeneration, masterplanning
and mixed-use projects. I
stayed around long enough to
create an impressive personal
portfolio of built work in
each practice.
In the early Nineties, many
global architecture firms
opened London studios to
service the beginning of what
was to become a trillion-dollar
construction boom in the
Middle East, including firms
such as WATG, HOK, RTKL and Woods Bagot.
Through these new collaborations, I was
introduced to international hotel design, and I
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jumped at the opportunity to explore the exciting
challenges that it would bring. My first major
project was the Ritz Carlton Hotel in Dubai, one
of the very first hotels in that city. Hotel and
resort projects soon followed in Oman, Jordan
and Greece.
Ultimately, I took the plunge by accepting an
offer to live and work overseas, firstly in Cairo,
then Tel Aviv and finally Dubai. It all felt very
adventurous back then and the work
opportunities were fantastic. I got to explore
different cultures and environments whilst
enhancing my personal reputation for delivering
finished projects.
My last two roles were running design studios
for two different international practices, the
second of which was back in London. However,
by 2000 I realised there was a gap in the market
for a specialist, hospitality-driven landscape
architect firm, which as an entrepreneur I could
not resist. 19 years later, Scape remains the only
hospitality-focused, independent landscape
architect firm in the whole of Europe.
So, travelling is a big part of your life?
I’m an explorer by nature. I don’t see jumping on
a plane at short notice as a problem – rather it is
all part of the big adventure, resulting in so many
amazing work experiences.
Where is the favourite place you’ve lived?
I have lived in six countries outside of the UK and
they have all captured my imagination for
different reasons, so it’s hard to pick a standout.
But, my heart is in Greece. I adore the country,
the people, the food and its breathtaking
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natural landscapes. I feel very at home there and
it has been so kind to me professionally, as I
have designed at least one project there each
year for the last 20 years.
What’s a stand-out project from your career?
The project that seems to get the most media
attention is Laucala Island in Fiji, a private island
escape for Dietrich Mateschitz, the owner of Red
Bull (see photos 4 and 12). To preserve this
tropical paradise in line with the sustainable
approach demanded by the client, coupled with
his desire for style, luxury and the adventurous
spirit of the Red Bull brand was a thrilling design
challenge. The island is now almost self-sufficient
with organic produce grown in its farms and
gardens and fresh fish caught off its shore.
Delivery of the project required that we place
staff on site for two years during construction.
What’s the biggest challenge you face in
your job?
Tourism is a $8.3 trillion industry, responsible for
10.4% of the global GDP according to the World
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Travel and Tourism Council. At the same time
a recent report by the Intergovermental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) makes difficult
reading for the environment: the total
destruction of our coral reefs with a 2°C
global temperature increase, for example.
Equally many hospitality destinations have
been ruinous to their local environments.
Hence there is growing move towards
Conscious or Responsible Travel. At Scape
this is definitely part of our daily debate. We
are witnessing the emergence of what has
been labelled the “conscious traveller”. They
are people that are globally aware, well
informed and much more inclined to act with
a social conscience than previous
generations. They are arguably less
concerned with consuming, and they see
travel as part seeking a more
transformational experience, while leaving a
lighter footprint on the environment.
This “conscious traveller” is no longer just
taking a holiday to take time out and relax,
they are seeking experiences that will

empower them to create meaningful
connections that could prompt change in their
lives. At the same time, they want to make sure
their travel is somehow also impacting others
positively and where possible to give something
back. Travel is becoming more about
community and connectivity – connecting to
themselves, each other, local communities and
of course to Mother Nature herself.
As an industry, we have a responsibility to
change the conversation about luxury travel –
to become strong advocates of sustainability,
restoration and preservation of pristine parts of
the earth. If we look to some of the ancient
cultures – the Aborigines, Aztecs, ancient
Greeks, to name a few – having a reverence for
nature was deeply embedded in the psyche of
these ancient societies. They knew how to live
in harmony with the seasons and cycles, they
took much of their direction for how to live,
grow, harvest, how to commune with the spirit
of a place from Mother Nature herself. I am
advocating a new kind of tourism that is not
just about sustainability and preservation –
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although it includes both – it is a tourism of
harmony, connection and restoration – living in
conscious relationship with the earth.
So much of luxury travel has been about
being ‘exclusive’ and can only be afforded by the
elite. But we have a different duty to ourselves,
our communities and to nature if we are to
restore and protect the earth from further
degradation. The wonderful thing about travel
is that it can break down barriers – we begin to
understand one another as human beings, that
goes past language or culture.
The industry is in a unique place right now;
we can be the ones that help build the bridge to
connection, collaboration and promoting a
unique and harmonious relationship with the
magnificent natural world we live in.
What are you working on now?
It’s a busy time and we spend most of it pushing
the agendas of sustainability and the value of
nature within each project. We have a range of
exciting projects in the office right now, including
the flagship hotel for the Qatar 2022 World Cup.
We’re also working on refurbishment works to
several hotels in Greece and Spain, as well as
fantastic new resorts in Turkey and Montenegro,
both for major luxury hotel chains.
What do you do to relax in your spare time?
I spend a lot of time in nature, its where I find my
inspiration and how I ground myself as a balance
to my busy day to day life. I also read a lot, as I
am dedicated to staying abreast of the latest
www.prolandscapermagazine.com
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thinking into the changing needs of society.
Right now, I am particularly inspired by
“Stealing Fire: How Silicon Valley, the Navy
SEALs, and Maverick Scientists Are
Revolutionizing the Way We Live and Work”
by Jamie Wheal & Steven Kotler, and “The
Nature Fix” by Florence Williams, both are
incredibly inspiring.
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